
Science and Technology 
Session 2 : Progression in learning



• Develop a shared understanding of the learning 
continuum

• Consider approaches to planning and assessment 

• Explore effective pedagogical approaches within 
and beyond the AoLE

Objectives 





Principles of planning 

Why are we teaching this?

What elements need to be considered?

How are we going to teach this?

• The freedom and flexibility for teachers to 
decide on what is best for their learners.

• Clear rationale

• Knowledge and understanding of all the 
elements of the curriculum guidance and how 
they fit together to bring about learning

• Deciding on the best teaching approaches to 
maximise learning for all

• Using assessment before, during, and after learning 
to ensure learners are making progress



Evidenced informed planning



Knowledge builds on 
knowledge 

Spaced practice 

Big picture 
Build on authentic 

connections

Retrieval practice

Linking & connecting 
to experiences 

Cultural capital 

Dual coding 

Literacy and language 
acquisition  

Interleaving 

Fluency and recall

Evidenced informed: Cognitive Science – How we learn

Link to MARGE

Cognitive/memory 
overload 

https://shimamurapubs.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/marge_shimamura.pdf


Essentially this means the order you choose to 
teach your curriculum – why you teach what you 

teach, when you teach it.

If a curriculum is to be coherent and follow a logical progression, 
attention needs to be paid to the order in which knowledge, in 
whatever form that might take, should be introduced and revisited.

Kat Howard and Claire Hill 

Sequencing within the curriculum



Sequencing within the curriculum

• Identify the key concepts that are important within 
each Area of Learning and Experience 

• Map out the big picture

• Look for connections within and between the 
Areas of Learning and Experience

• Combine knowledge and skills to create deep 
learning experiences



Science and Technology  
How can we make sense 
of progression across the 

learning continuum?



Principles of planning - The WHAT



Current frameworkCurriculum for Wales - AoLE Guidance



What are they?
The statements of ‘What Matters’ sum up the ‘big ideas’ or 
key principles of each Area of Learning. These are the  key 
concepts which matter most within each area and are the 
destination for the learning. Without planning to the 
statements of ‘What Matters’, learning would not be rooted in 
progression.

The statements of ‘What Matters’



How do we make sense of them?

• The statement should set the direction for learning

• Use the narrative to see the bigger picture and to identify the 
contexts for learning

• Consider how the narrative relates to your learners and community

• Consider what experiences could support the learning 

• Interpret each statement in isolation and then more holistically to 
look for the connections and opportunities to integrate and/or 
support learning within and across the AoLEs

The statements of ‘What Matters’



What matters 

What does 
beautiful 

learning look 
like when we 

reach the 
destination?

We know the destination, now how do we get there?



What are they?

• The progression steps are the ‘check in points’ – the point in time at 
which we consider the descriptions of learning for each statement 
of ‘What Matters. They are not in themselves intended to form the 
basis of a tick list or summative assessment but should inform the 
school level curriculum design

• They should support practitioners by providing information on what 
learning looks like, to support planning, assessment and intervention

Progression steps and descriptions of learning



How do we make sense of them?

• Unpack the Descriptions of Learning - Identify what progress might look 
like within the three year progression between the progression steps

• Consider - What learning experiences/contexts for learning could be 
planned for to facilitate learner progression 

• Ensure that progression leads the learning and context 

• Look back and look forward - Consider skills/ knowledge learners already 
have and where the learning is progression towards

• Take into account the Principles of Progression and child development

Progression steps and descriptions of learning



Using the framework to plan for progression

Understanding 
Evolution





Understanding Evolution in the context of the Pizzly bear

What does beautiful look like?
Learners are able to recognise 
that the bear is a living thing, 
and they can describe the bear 
and identify some of its features. 
They’d be able to make some 
observations about the 
environment in which it lives .

What does beautiful look like?
Learners are able to recognise that using 
transport, resources, water, plastics etc. can 
have an impact on the environment (rubbish, 
littering, not recycling/reusing, wasting water, 
using cars) and on living things (animals 
harmed by plastic, plants lack of water etc.). 
They can describe some organisms that live in 
specific habitats and  explore why they live 
their (insects, birds, local wildlife). They  can  
identify some of the stages within lifecycles. 

What does beautiful look like?
Learners  can explain how humans  impact on their 
environment. They can understand how hunting, 
destruction of habitats (snow and ice melting, tree 
felling, roads etc) affects living things (bears).
They can describe how the Grizzly and Polar bear 
compete for the same food, resources and mates 
(reproduction and produce offspring—population 
increases etc).  They  can describe the main features 
of the bears and  explain how they help them to 
survive in their environments (fur, camouflage, fat,  
feet, senses etc)

What does beautiful look like?

Learners are able to  explain how using  fossil fuels, 

deforestations, farming etc.  Is impacting on the environment and 
causing the loss of habitats for the polar bear (global warming, 
greenhouse effect,  ice caps melting, sea level rising ) . They can 
describe the feeding relationships and food changes within the 
artic ecosystem and explain how one species impacts on another. 
They can explain how sexual reproduction leads to inherited 
characteristics and variation within the bear population, and how 
mutations can lead to changes and adaptations that may/may not 
be advantageous.

What does beautiful look like?

Learners are able to describe and explain how 

climate change is impacting on specific 
species/populations (Polar bears) and the role that 
humanity has played in this. They will understand how 
the adaptations may not be successful for survival in 
the changing environment and how this will lead to 
natural selection. They will  be able to apply their 
knowledge and understanding of reproduction and 
competition between the grizzly and polar bears to 
explain the existence of the Pizzly and they will be 
able to evaluate if this is a new species of bear.  



Link to 
route 
map

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vk_Y478plyCl3MNQLqMPX24vG-K0vFW9/view?usp=sharing






Science and Technology  
Explore effective 

pedagogical approaches 
within and beyond the 

AoLE



Principles of planning - The HOW



Principles of planning - The HOW

The 12 Pedagogical Principles

1. maintains a consistent focus on the overall purposes of the curriculum
2. challenges all learners by encouraging them to recognise the importance 

of sustained effort in meeting expectations that are high but achievable 
for them

3. means employing a blend of approaches including direct teaching
4. means employing a blend of approaches including those that promote 

problem-solving, creative and critical thinking
5. sets tasks and selects resources that build on previous knowledge and 

experience and engage interest
6. creates authentic contexts for learning
7. means employing assessment for learning principles
8. ranges within and across Areas
9. regularly reinforces the cross-curricular skills of literacy, numeracy and 

digital competence, and provides opportunities to practise them
10. encourages learners to take increasing responsibility for their own 

learning
11. supports social and emotional development and positive relationships
12. encourages collaboration.



Current frameworkCurriculum for Wales - AoLE Guidance



Key considerations

The statement of what matters about being 
curious and searching for answers should be 
contextualised throughout the whole Area

The statement of what matters about design and engineering gives 
opportunities to apply learning expressed in the other five statements 
of what matters in order to find scientific and technological solutions.



Christine Counsell

Approaches to planning



Where one subject is dependent on the other
The relationship between Maths and Science

The relationship between 
Maths and Science 

Does the sequence of learning in 
Science draw on the knowledge 
and skills developed in Maths?

1. Exploring the Dependencies



The relationship between Science 
and Geography

Does the KS3 Geography curriculum support 
the learners in placing organisms in their 
environment?

Where in the World?

Where the knowledge from one subject enhances and 
accelerates access and understanding in another

2. Exploring the Interdependencies



Simultaneous – Science and 
Health and Wellbeing

e.g. Learning about Food –
biochemistry of food and the 
digestive system in Science, 

healthy eating/balanced diets, 
preparing food in Health, and 
making informed food choices 

and Wellbeing

The sequencing of learning and the consistency of 
language is essential to build the bigger picture and 

deepen the learning

Where both subjects benefit 
‘The whole is greater than the sum of its parts’

Aristotle

3. Exploring Simultaneous planning



The distinctive differences between subjects needs to be 
explored with learners

• Language – replicated across 
different subjects but has 
different meanings and rules

• Drawing learners attention 
to the differences between 
subjects is essential

Evidence, Proof, Argument, Truth

Same words different meanings?

Analyse, Evaluate, Infer, Explain, 
Data Handling 

Same skill different application?

4. Exploring the Differences



Science and Technology  
Consider approaches to 

planning



A staged approach to planning

Link to the GwE S & T website

Link to the Big ideas of Science Link to the Big ideas for D & T

Science and Technology (google.com)
https://www.ase.org.uk/bigideas
https://dandtfordandt.wordpress.com/working-papers/big-ideas-for-dt/


Ysgol Glan Gele – Our story



Shared underlying 
concept, across a 

number of subjects A theme that extended to 
every subject regardless of 

whether it fits or not

What works 

What doesn’t work

Superficial and no real/deep learning

Deeper learning

How can learners draw upon their knowledge from 
different subjects to answer big questions?

Projects, themes and different approaches



XP school website

The XP School Curriculum - Expeditions

IMMERSION
They always start off their expeditions with a 
period of immersion. This is where they 
immerse students in sessions that stimulate 
curiosity and mystery. 
Immersion weeks can sometimes involve 
fieldwork and experts.

ANCHOR TEXT
This is the literary text that runs across the 
entire expedition

https://sites.google.com/xpschool.org/curriculum/our-expeditions


• A leader has been assigned
• A narrative has been created
• Daily schedule
• Done the project first
• The Comms form has been filled in
• The standards-based plan
• At least the first week of detailed planning completed
• An expedition website or a Learning Map has been built
• A contents page for the portfolio has been created
• Fieldwork has been planned into the overview
• Presentations/celebrations of learning have been planned into the overview and added to Staff Calendar
• Curation of the expedition has been planned
• Orders have been placed

These milestones must be seen by two school leaders. The leaders will sign to say they have seen all these 
elements with their own eyes and know how to access them in the future.

Jeff’s Law at XP

The XP School Curriculum – Jeff’s Law

PURPOSE - The purpose of Jeff's Law is to ensure the minimum requirements for starting a learning expedition 

have been completed and shared.

Copy of Jeff’s Law at XP.docx


The importance of the WHY, WHAT and HOW in Project and thematic approaches



High Tech High – Project based learning

Project based learning at HTH
Changing the subject 

ebook of projects

https://www.hightechhigh.org/student-work/projects/
https://changingthesubject.org/wp-content/uploads/1624/70/Changing_the_Subject_Full_Book.pdf


PROJECT DESCRIPTIONProject Assessment
All students will be responsible for understanding the science behind rockets. This knowledge will be assessed in several 
ways including:
25 % Rocket Design, Creation and Performance
25 % Two Written Assessments
25 % Final Presentation and Manual
25 % Group Participation and Time Management
Extra Credit – Talking about the project with your family

What is Motion and how to we create and control it?
How is the science of rockets the science of your every day world?
Working in teams, you will design and build rockets powered by water and pressurized air. Using what you learn about 
the fundamentals of force and motion, you will design and build a fully functional rocket including: payload 
compartment, propulsion system, recovery system and guidance system. These words may look foreign to you now, but 
soon you will know them as well as any rocket scientist!

High Tech High – Project based learning

Actually, it is Rocket Science
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
What is Motion and how to we create and control it?
How is the science of rockets the science of your every day world?

LEARNING GOALS
Force and Motion as it Relates to Rocketry and Your World
Motion, Mass, Scalars and Vectors, Units, Displacement and Distance, Speed and 
Velocity, The Relationship between Distance Rate and Time, Newton’s 3 Laws of 
Motion, Force, Inertia, Momentum, Gravity, Friction and Other Forces, Free Body 
Diagrams, Distance Versus Time Graphs, Acceleration, Energy, Work, Power
Rocketry
Space flight, Components of a Rocket, Becoming a rocket scientist
Incorporated Mathematics
Ratios and Proportions, Percents, Fractions, Solving Algebraic Equations, Distance 
Rate and Time Equations, Exponents, Scientific Notation, Unit Conversions, 
Functions, Linear Functions, Slope, Graphing Functions



PROJECT
All students will be responsible for understanding the science behind rockets. This knowledge will be assessed in several 
ways including:
25 % Rocket Design, Creation and Performance
25 % Two Written Assessments
25 % Final Presentation and Manual
25 % Group Participation and Time Management
Extra Credit – Talking about the project with your family

What is Motion and how to we create and control it?
How is the science of rockets the science of your every day world?
Working in teams, you will design and build rockets powered by water and pressurized air. Using what you learn about 
the fundamentals of force and motion, you will design and build a fully functional rocket including: payload 
compartment, propulsion system, recovery system and guidance system. These words may look foreign to you now, but 
soon you will know them as well as any rocket scientist!

High Tech High – Project assessment

All students will be responsible for understanding the science behind rockets. 
This knowledge will be assessed in several ways including:
• 25 % Rocket Design, Creation and Performance
• 25 % Two Written Assessments
• 25 % Final Presentation and Manual
• 25 % Group Participation and Time Management
• Extra Credit – Talking about the project with your family



Test the quality of your KS3 Science, Maths and 
Geography curricular by planning a project that draws 
on the specific knowledge and skills taught in the 
discrete subjects. 

Using project based learning to test how good the curriculum is



Science and Technology  
Planning for assessment 



How to plan assessment that support learning?

• Clearly defined learning intentions – what do we want the learners to 
know, understand, do and experience

• Identify and assess the prior knowledge and understanding that is 
needed to access the unit of work

• Identify the assessment strategies that will best capture progress of 
learning towards the intended learning – this should reflect the 
specific knowledge and skills being developed within the unit of 
learning

Planning for assessment



• Progression in learning is a process of developing and improving in skills and 

knowledge over time

• The four purposes should inform the planning of all learning experiences within the 

Curriculum for Wales

• Pedagogical approaches should be selected to support progression and these will 

need to adapt to learners’ needs 

• Progression in this Area includes the development of a deep understanding of the 

learning expressed within all the statements of what matters within the Area and the 

complex relationships and connections which exist between them

• The statement of what matters about being curious and searching for answers should 

be contextualised throughout the whole Area

Key points from today’s webinar


